What are the neural correlates that distinguish goal-directed (G) from non-goal-1 directed movements (nG)? We investigated this question in the monkey frontal eye field, 2 which is implicated in voluntary control of saccades. We found that only for G-saccades, the 3 variability in spike rate across trials decreased, the regularity of spike timings within trials 4 increased, the neural activity increased earlier from baseline and had a concurrent reduction 5 of LFP beta band power. 6 7 Most movements are goal directed while others, such as fidgets, may not be. However, the 8 neural mechanism that entail these different movements is poorly studied. The macaque frontal 9 eye fields (FEF) in particular has neurons that discharge before visually guided saccades, saccades 10 made in total darkness such as learned saccades or memory-guided saccades, but not before 11 spontaneous saccades in total darkness 1 . Here we discovered that when monkeys make saccades 12 that have no obvious goal in a lit environment, FEF movement and vis-mov neurons do, in fact, 13 discharge. We asked if these seeming non-goal-directed saccades made in the light were actually 14 made to a goal that we did not discern, or if there were differences in neural activities that 15 distinguished between non-goal-directed (nG) and goal directed (G) saccades. We studied two 16 characteristics of neural response not directly visible in the firing rate but which precede 17 movements: a decrease in neural response variability 2 and a decrease in local field potential beta 18 oscillatory activity 3, 4 . Previous studies have shown that decreases in response variability are 19 correlated with attention 5 , preparation of visually guided saccades 2 , the onset of a visual stimulus 6 , 20 etc; and decreases in beta power have been correlated with motor preparation, and inhibitory 21 control 7,8 among other processes 9 . Nevertheless, despite these efforts, their roles in goal-directed 22
versus non-goal-directed movement generation have not been studied. Here we show that although 23 FEF saccade-related neurons do discharge before nG-saccades, their neural activity was not 24 associated with decreases in either neural variability or beta oscillations, unlike for G-saccades. 25
We trained two monkeys to perform a visually-guided saccade task where the monkeys 26 made saccades to locations instructed by a prior target presentation. We presented only one target 27 in ~30% of the trials, referred to as 'no-step trials' (Fig 1A) while in the rest ~70% of trials we 28 presented two sequential targets, referred to as 'step trials' (Fig 1B; Fig S1A see methods for  29 details). The monkeys either made a single or two sequential visually-guided saccades respectively 30 compared to step trials (Fig S1C) . We only analyzed correct trials. 32
In this study, we defined G-saccades as those tasks relevant, visually-guided, reward driven 33 saccades that were instructed by a prior target presentation. We defined nG-saccades as those 34 saccades that were neither visually guided nor instructed by a prior target presentation and thus 35 were task irrelevant and were not rewarded upon execution (these mostly occurred during the inter 36 trial interval period). Thus, monkeys first made either a single G-saccade in the no-step trials or 37 two sequential G-saccades (G1 and G2) in step trials and then made none or several nG-saccades 38 in either trial types, before making a return saccade (R) to the fixation point at the center of the 39 screen to initiate the next trial. These return saccades, were not instructed by a saccade target and 40 were not rewarded immediately; however, they could be considered as G-saccades because they 41 were necessary to initiate the next trial. We only analyzed two consecutive pairs of saccades in 42 every trial: either G immediately followed by nG or return saccades in no-step trials (Fig 1C) or 43 two sequential G saccades in step trials (Fig 1D) that were matched in inter-saccade-intervals (see 44 methods). 45
We analyzed simultaneously recorded neural spiking and LFP from 34 visuomotor and 38 46 movement FEF neurons 3, 10 (Fig S2) . The vector-averaged spikes and local field potential (LFP) 47 waveforms for nG-saccades were similar to the G-saccades (Fig 1E, F) . We measured the changes 48 in neural variability across trials using Fano factor (FF): the variance in spike counts across trials 49 divided by the mean across-trial firing rate 2,6 . We controlled for the effect of changes in the mean 50 firing rate on FF by matching the average across-trial firing rate distributions across time bins 51 based on the algorithm developed by Churchland et al 6 . Although the FEF neurons fired with an 52 increased discharge rate during both G and nG saccades (Fig 2A) , the FF decreased only for the 53 G-saccades (Fig 2B-C , P = 1.2997E-07 t-test) 2,11,12 while it did not significantly change for the 54 nG-saccades (Fig 2B-C , P = 0.7435; t-test). Interestingly, since the return saccades could be 55 considered goal-directed in nature, the neural variability decreased for return saccades as well ( Fig  56   S3 ). 57
The Fano factor describes differences in variability across trials. Additionally, the spike 58 timings within single trials were also less variable during G-saccades than during nG-saccades. To 59 show this, we fit a gamma distribution to the ISI distribution of spike timings during the G-60 saccades and estimated the shape parameter, 'k' that described the variability of spike timings 13 61 describing a Poisson process. We found that the ISI distribution for G-saccades was characterized 63 by a significantly higher k value than that for nG-saccades (Fig 2D, P=2.5712e-06; ranksum test). 64
We then used a previously developed computational model 14 , where we modeled the changes in 65 across trial variability as a consequence of changes in spike time variability within individual trials. 66
Using the experimentally obtained k values, our model predicted a reduction in FF in the G-saccade 67 but not for the nG-saccade, consistent with the experimental observation (Fig 2E-H) . 68
Absence of changes in neural variability in the second saccade was not due to sequential 69 planning of saccades (Fig 2I) . We found decreases in mean-matched FF (Fig 2J-K G2: P = 9.601E-03; ranksum test) for both sequential G-saccades in step trials. Again, our model 72 14 captured these data well (Fig 2M-P) . The neural variability did not decrease for the third (nG) 73 saccade after the two sequential G-saccades in the step trials (Fig S4) . Taken together, we show 74 that both the within-trial variability in spike timings and across trial variability in neural firing 75 decreased only during G-saccades. 76
Because the nG-saccades were task irrelevant and were not controlled for, they were 77 heterogeneous in direction, amplitude and velocity. Consequently, such variable kinematic and 78 dynamic factors could confound our observation. However, the FF did not differ for saccades that 79 were matched in amplitude, velocity ( Fig S5) and direction (Fig S6; see methods). Furthermore, 80 the time at which the neural activity increased from baseline before the saccade onset was much 81 earlier for G-saccades (-210 ms) than for nG-saccades (-142 ms; test Fig S7; see methods). 82
Interestingly, we also found that the return saccades preceded the nG-saccades in a similar 83 temporal fashion (Fig S2) . 84
The LFP activity in the FEF during saccade planning reflects the local neural activity rather 85 than an input to saccade planning 3 and the frequency component of the LFP provides 86 complementary neural signatures that are not readily observable from just the fluctuations in the 87 raw voltage amplitude. Specifically, the beta band (13-30 Hz) power has been linked to movement 88 preparation and execution in several brain regions 3, [15] [16] [17] . Beta power is reduced before a voluntary 89 movement, reaches minima around the time of movement execution, followed by a phasic rebound 90 3, [16] [17] [18] . We therefore tested whether such activity is modulated in G versus nG-saccades. Average 91 LFP activity decreased both during both types of saccades in no-step trials (Fig 3A; G-sacc: P = 92 2.6410E-21, ranksum test; nG-sacc: P = 2.2795E-14, t-test). However, in no-step trials, the beta 93 band (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) Hz) decreased in power only during G-saccades 3 (Fig 3B-D , G-sacc: P = 3.9748E-04, 94 ranksum test; nG-sacc: P = 0.7707, ranksum test). The beta power was directionally invariant for 95 both saccades (Fig 3E, nG-saccade: P = 0.2173, ANOVA, G-saccade: P = 0.3264, ANOVA). 96
However, for step trials, for both G1 and G2 saccades, the LFP activity decreased (Fig 3E; G1-97 sacc: P = 2.9855E-09, ranksum test; G2-sacc: P = 4.18813-11, ranksum test), and the beta power 98 was suppressed (Fig 3F- and decrease the shared variance between neurons 19 . In our task, the first saccade was attentionally 105 driven while the second saccade was attentionally driven only on the step trials and for return 106 saccades. The lack of change of neural variability during the non-return second saccades of no-107 step trials suggests that these saccades were not made modulated by attention. Therefore, our study 108 provides the first conclusive evidence that pre-saccadic neural activity is not necessarily driven by 109 visual attention. Furthermore, a decrease in beta band activity is thought to reflect gradual release 110 of inhibitory control, and is a necessary precondition to execute movements 7 . Our data shows that 111 movement execution can occur in the absence of such a decrease in beta band activity and 112 presumably without a concomitant decrease in inhibition, but selectively for nG-movements. 113
Taken together, our results suggest that only G-saccades are accompanied by cognitive 114 mechanisms such as attention (indexed by decrease in FF) and release of inhibition (indexed by 115 decrease in beta power) and thus add critical constraints to the way we think about saccade 116 generation in the brain. 117
The question then arises if the FEF activity in nG-saccades is critical for driving them. The 118 FEF movement cells project mono-synaptically to the intermediate layers of the superior 119 colliculus, which are critical for the generation of saccades and presumably drive most saccades. 120
The superior colliculus movement cells fire before all saccades, including spontaneous saccades 121 in total darkness, saccades which are not preceded by FEF activity. Nonetheless it is difficult to 122 postulate that the colliculus is not driven by the FEF for nG-saccades, especially because the FEF 123 activity has a longer presaccadic latency for nG-saccades than the 30 ms minimal latency of the 124 intermediate layers of the superior colliculus 20 . If the FEF induces the superior colliculus to drive 125 nG-saccades in the absence of concomitant decreases in FF and beta, it could be that these non-126 spike-rate characteristics of neural activity have some function other than the transynaptic 127 transmission of information. 128 and movement neurons. Details of this task have been described in detail elsewhere 3 
192
Saccade matching:
193
To match saccades from population to saccades from population , it suffices to find a 194 subpopulation of saccades # such that # ⊆ . Therefore, for each saccade from A ( ( ), we took its 195 saccade amplitude and peak velocity and drew a tolerance window around it: ±1˚ amplitude and ±25˚/s 196 velocity. If we found at least three saccades from within every ( 's tolerance window, then we classify 197 that ( as being 'matched'. By this way, 99.34% of G saccades were matched with G1 saccades but only 198 50.86% of nG saccades were matched with G2 saccades and the remaining saccades were discarded.
200
Matching inter-saccade intervals
201
The monkeys were required to fixate on the final target, in either trial types, for 200 ms. On 202 average, the monkeys initiated the first nG-saccade ~350 ms after the G saccade in the no-step trials and 203 the monkeys initiated the G2 saccade ~200 ms after the G1 saccade in the step trials (Fig S1D) . To match 204 the inter-saccade intervals between the two types of trials, we restricted all our analyses henceforth to only 205 pairs of consecutive saccades whose saccade onset times were at least 300 ms apart. The reaction times for 206 the G and G1 saccades were similar individually for both monkeys while the reaction time for G2 saccades 207 was much longer, as expected (Fig S1E) .
209
SPO and SPS calculations:
210
We defined the SPO time as the first time point when the signal significantly differed from 211 the baseline (P < 0.05) continuously for at least the next 20 ms. To calculate SPO, we performed 212 a t-test between the average baseline value and the signal from −400 ms to 200 ms from the start 213 of saccade. This calculation gave a P-value for every millisecond of the data indicating the 214 probability that the signal did not significantly differ from the baseline. Hence, the first time point 215 when the P value fell below 0.05 backwards from the saccade onset and remained below 0.05 216 continuously for the next 20 ms was taken as the SPO (Fig S7) . 217 We defined the SPS time as the first time point when the signals in at least one of the eight 218 positions significantly differed from each other. To calculate SPS, we computed a p-ANOVA 219 between the signals across the eight spatial positions for every millisecond of the data from −400 220 ms to 200 ms from saccade onset and followed the same steps as mentioned above for SPO ( Fig  221  S7) . 
226
We calculated ISI histograms and fit them to gamma distributions (as shown above) using MATLAB's 227 gamfit function. This calculates the maximum likelihood estimates of k and q. After fitting the data, we 228 performed a chi squared goodness of fit test that returned the decision for the null hypothesis that the data 229 comes from a gamma distribution with parameters k and q, estimated from the data. In specific cases where 230 the data available per analysis was low, this test's performance declined. Therefore, only in those cases, we 231 visually inspected the fit for confirmation 13 . where ( ) is given by equation 1 above.
241
For each simulation, we fixed one of the two parameters: k, q and we estimated the other parameter 242 iteratively. Finally, we used the mean-matching FF algorithm 6 to calculate FF on the matched mean.
244
Spectrum and Spectrogram: LFP spectra were computed using mtspectrumc and spectrograms were 245 constructed using mtspecgramc functions in Chronux using the multi-taper algorithm 21 . We used five tapers 246 for each analysis and a window length of 300 ms with step size 30 ms to calculate the spectrogram. Figure 1: Task, Behavior, and electrophysiology a. Visually guided saccade task -no-step trials: The monkey fixated on a central white square fixation spot on a dark background. Following a variable time delay, a peripheral green target appeared and the monkey made a single G-saccade (yellow arrow) to this target location as soon as possible. The monkey fixated on the target for 200 ms and then was free to move his eyes. He often made taskirrelevant nG-saccade(s), shown in purple, usually back to the fixation spot. b. Visually guided saccade task -step trials: The monkey fixated on a central white square fixation spot on a dark background. Following a variable time delay, two peripherals targets (green and red) appeared sequentially and the monkey made two sequential G-saccades (yellow arrow) to these target locations as soon as possible. The monkey fixated on the final target for 200 ms and then was free to move his eyes. c. The saccade trajectories from two representative sessions for the G-saccades (left) and nG-saccades (right) in the no-step trials. The colors represent the position 'to' which the saccades were irrespective of the starting position (refer to the inset for the colormap legend). d. Same as above but for the two sequential G-saccades in step-trials. e. Mean population neural activities (left) and mean population LFP activities (right) for no-step trials, for all the positions indicated in C. Same color scheme applies as in C. f. Same as F but for two sequential G-saccades in step trials.
Figure 2: Neural variability decreased only for G-saccades
a. Mean neural activity for G-saccades (yellow) and nG-saccades (purple) in no-step trials. The corresponding mean-matched neural activities are shown in black. b. Mean matched fano factor for G-saccades (yellow) and nG-saccades (purple). c. Quantitation of mean-matched fano factor in B. *** means P = 1.2997e-07, t-test; ns means P = 0.7435, paired t-test. d. Within trial variability measured by k was significantly higher for G-saccades (*** means P = 1.8700e-06; ranksum test) than for nG-saccades (ns means P = 0.8972; ranksum test). e. Simulated neural activity for G-saccades (yellow) and nG-saccades (purple) from a gamma distribution with k values from D. The corresponding mean-matched neural activities are shown in black. f. Mean matched fano factor for the simulated G-saccades (yellow) and nG-saccades (purple) neural activities. g. Quantitation of mean-matched fano factor in F. *** means P =2.0127e-04, t-test; ns means P = 0.7324, paired t-test. h. Within trial variability measured by k obtained by the simulated spike trains shown in E, was significantly higher for G-saccades (*** means P = 4.3427e-09 ranksum test) than for nG-saccades (ns means P = 0.6342; ranksum test). i. Same as A, but for two sequential G-saccades in step trials. j. Same as B, but for two sequential G-saccades in step trials. k. Same as C, but for two sequential G-saccades in step trials. P =4.400E-03, t-test for G1 saccades and P = 3.9928E-05, t-test for G2 saccades. l. Same as D, but for two sequential G-saccades in step trials. P = 1.076E-03; ranksum test for G1 saccades and P = 9.601E-03; ranksum test for G2 saccades. m. Simulated neural activity for two sequential G saccades from a gamma distribution with k values from L. The corresponding mean-matched neural activities are shown in black. n. Mean matched fano factor for the simulated G-saccades' neural activities. o. Quantitation of mean-matched fano factor in N. P = 3.5645e-05 for G1 saccades and P = 5.4534e-06 for G2 saccades. p. Within trial variability measured by k obtained by the simulated spike trains shown in M, was significantly higher for G1 saccades (*** means P = 3.2455e-04 ranksum test) and G2 saccades (ns means P = 4.4565e-04; ranksum test). The log transformed P value from an ANOVA comparing the mean neural activities across all positions is shown in grey. The time at which this P value started to be significant (fell below the broken line indicating P = 0.05) was taken as the time of SPS (expand) (vertical grey line). Top: The mean neural activity across all positions is shown in black. Bottom: The P value from a t-test comparing the baseline firing with this mean neural activity is shown in black. The time at which this P value started to be significant (fell below the broken line indicating P = 0.05) was taken as the time of SPO (expand) (vertical black line). The SPO was -210 ms and the SPS was -146 ms for G saccades.
b. Same as a, but for nG saccades in no-step trials. The SPO was -142ms and the SPS was -98 ms. c. Same as a, but for G1 saccades in step trials. The SPO was -207 ms and the SPS was -148 ms. d. Same as a, but for G2 saccades in step trials. The SPO was -284 ms and the SPS was -236 ms.
